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Creativity shines
SOME PEOPLE ARE BORN TO CREATE WHILE, FOR OTHERS, IT’S A SKILL THAT TAKES 
PRACTICE. BUT HERE’S THE THING ABOUT GETTING CREATIVE: YOU DON’T EVEN HAVE TO 
BE GOOD AT IT, TO REAP THE BENEFITS...

Creativity comes in many forms. It might be painting or sketching, doing a craft or even 
home decorating. Whether you write, draw, sew, build, assemble, strategise or even just 
daydream, you are being creative – and there is a lot you can gain from it. Just ask the 
residents at Palm Lake Care Bethania who are always flexing their creative muscles with 
thanks to the many creative activities included in our monthly Lifestyle calendar. If you’re 
not the ‘creative type,’ it can be hard to know where to begin. A fixation with creating 
something perfect is often the biggest roadblock to creativity, so we encourage our 
residents to approach each project with a goal to simply create anything. 

THE BENEFITS OF BEING CREATIVE

I love watching our residents thrive in their home, completing activities they truly enjoy and mixing socially 
with each other for that important sense of community and connection. There are many great activities on 
our Lifestyle calendar that support creativity for the following benefits:
• Improving mental health. The creative process can help people manage their negative emotions, and 

even work through traumatic experiences that can be difficult to articulate. The sense of productivity 
and satisfaction you feel when you finish a creative project is the ultimate mood booster, helping you 
improve your self- esteem and confidence. Research even suggests that being creative reduces the 
likelihood of depression and anxiety, but that’s not all – it can also improve the effects of dementia.

• Being creative relieves stress. Much like meditation, creativity is said to calm your body and your brain as you focus on the 
task at hand. Stress relief also offers physical rewards, with studies showing that it can improve your sleep, appetite and even 
immune system, reducing your blood pressure and the production of immunosuppressive stress hormones.

• Being creative helps us connect. As I mentioned above, getting together with friends, neighbours or even strangers to create 
something is a valuable bonding activity, allowing us to broach subjects we may not usually discuss in everyday settings. 

We look forward to encouraging even more creativity from our residents. Enjoy your month and remember my door is always open.   

Vanessa Gawith, Service Manager 



APRIL CONTINUED TO DELIVER 
April was a busy month for our Palm Lake Care Bethania 
Lifestyle Team, with Easter and Anzac Day being the 
main celebrations for our residents and caregivers.

Thankfully, the Easter Bunny made his way to us 
despite our community being under restricted access 
that long weekend due to COVID. He was able to stop 
by and deliver some yummo chocolate Easter eggs to 
our residents even though, of course, everyone would 
have preferred to see their families at that time. We had 
to make do with chocolate  instead- which wasn’t too 
hard! Our ‘Love Window’ was also back in operation 
throughout this period of restricted access, meaning our 
residents’ families and close friends were still able to 
visit and chat to their loved ones through the glass.

Anzac Day was a wonderful celebration this year 
with our friend, Ray Leon, providing a livestreamed 
service. The mood was surreal and our cinema was 
packed with residents honouring all fallen soldiers. 
It is always a moving time for our residents, as many 
have experienced war in different ways. It is for this 
reason that we always ensure Anzac Day is a special 
commemorative event on our Lifestyle calendar each 
year.

Also of note in April, The Lanes has kept our Lifestyle 
Team busy, with the area opening up and residents 
coming down every day to join in. 

The Lifestyle Team,  
Palm Lake Care Bethania
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KEY LOCAL PERSONNEL
Service Manager: Vanessa Gawith, bethaniacarefm@palmlake.com.au
Admin: Tricia Hargreaves and Kylie Daley
Clinical Nurses: Sandhya Rajan and Pooja Minhas
Clinical Manager: Annette Chantrill
Lifestyle Team Coordinator: Amber Blake
Chef Manager: Veijo Lehto   Maintenance Officer: Jason Campbell 

Pictured above: Happy birthday to these wonderful residents who 
each just marked another lap around the sun. Pictured below: Our 
Anzac Day decorations were appreciated by all.


